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Introduction Hobb
Hobbs State Park, home of the historic War Eagle Mill, is a 

12,054-acre tract of Ozark landscape along the southern shore 
of Beaver Lake. Most of this Karst terrain was at one time a 

limestone sea bed, but is now covered with a diverse 
population of plants and animals. Hobbs is also home to many 
geological points of interest such as sink holes, cliffs and crags, 

and interesting rock formations caused by erosion. Many 
visitors to Hobbs State Park are unaware of the Karst terrain 

they are visiting, not knowing how we effect it and how it affects 
us. This project sets out to educate the public on the geologic 
points of interest located at Hobbs, how we effect them, and 
how they affect us. This project will do so by creating a story 

map of geological points of interest at Hobbs State Park, a map 
that did not exist before this project.



Project Overview
At first, we set out to make a map of several trails located at Hobbs, but due to 
Coronavirus and remodeling, several trails were closed for a majority of the 
semester. This allowed me to focus on a few trails than I would have been able to. 
Of all the open trails, Pigeon Roost offered the most data.
Although I contacted the park service several times to get information, they never 
got back to me. One park employee I ran into on the trail was very helpful: he 
shared  several points of interest that were not mapped, yet very interesting.
Three days (9am-6pm) were spent gathering data, taking notes and photos, and 
searching the area for points of geological interest. In total, fifteen points of interest 
were recorded, photographed and pin-pointed on a map.
The outcome was not what was anticipated, but much was learned when it was all 
said and done. In the end, what sets this project apart from others was the 
extensive amount of data that came from the field research. Each point of interest 
was selected, researched, and uploaded to a Survey123 data base for future 
Empact projects. A story map outlining points of interest was created and shared 
to several Facebook groups based in Northwest Arkansas.



Community
◈ Nwacc Geology students and teachers.
Future students will be able to utilize and add onto the 
Survey123 data gathered for this project, and teachers will be 
able to use this for their class materials and as reference.,
◈ Facebook users in several active NWA groups.
A link to the this map was added to several hiking and trail 
groups on Facebook for users to interact with and use.



Curriculum
Demonstrated a foundation in environmental geology prerequisite for 
higher level courses (Scientific geologic observation and descriptions)

Recognized the relationships between humans and the environment, 
particularly the effects of population growth on natural systems 
including soil degradation and desertification.  (The affects a man made 
lake has on the environment)

Demonstrated the ability to utilize Global Positioning Systems and GIS 
technology
(survey123)



Technology
◈ Dell Laptop
◈ ArcGIS
◈ Internet (research, maps, information)
◈ Samsung Galaxy s6 Active (Phone)
◈ Survey 123
◈ PowerPoint
◈ Laser measure and tape measure



Skills Developed
Navigated by map and GPS
Used Powerpoint and Onenote.
Documented points of interest with 
a camera
Website and map edited 
(Survey123)



Methodology
1/30/2020        
discussed 

project ideas 
with Mr. 
Lowrey

2/7/2020          
met with Mrs. 

Phillips to 
discuss project

2/7/2020          
met with 

Nathan Sorey 
to discuss 

using 
Survey123

2/12/2020          
Called Hobbs to 

discuss any 
possible points 

of interest

2/13/2020  
Presented 

PowerPoint Slide 
to classroom

By 2/20/2020 
Create a list of 

possible 
locations of 

interest

2/24/2020
Called Hobbs, no 

answer

Mid-march
Made a leisurely 

trip to Hobbs, 
spent the day 

notetaking

Sorted through 
notes, mapped out 

several points of 
interest to further 

investigate

4/7/2020
Went to Hobbs to 

further gather data 
on certain sites

4/7/2020
Decided Pigeon 

Roost offered most 
information/would 

be sole trail in 
project

4/7/2020
Park ranger showed 
me source of stream, 

interesting sights, 
and location of 

several caves- all 
unmapped

4/22/2020 
Set up Survey123 

map

4/23/2020
Went to Pigeon 
Roost to gather 

Survey123 data to 
upload

5/2/2020
Uploaded 

descriptions and 
notes of gathered 
points of interest

5/4/2020
Set out to finalize 

story map to 
upload to ArcGIS 

(Sorey)

5/4/2020
Set out to create 

Webpage on 
Empact Website 

(Phillips)

Finalizied final 
presentation, will 

edit to upload 
results on map and 

webpage

5/5/2020
Uploaded Survey 
map onto ArcGIS 

story map

5/5/2020
Published survey

5/5/2020
Posted and shared 

story map to 
several hiking/trail  

NWA Facebook 
groups 

Finished project, submitted 
to Paul Lowrey 5/5/2020

Tasks were done by 
Clayton B unless noted by 

parenthesis at end of 
arrow insert 



Expected Outcome
1. A knowledge of the Hobbs State Park area terrain, 

geography, and landscape.

2. A understanding of how a man-made lake impacts a 
karst landscape region.

3. A map that gives the users a location and description 
of points of geological interest at Hobbs State Park.

4. A understanding of story map building and website 
creation.



Click on the map below and follow the link to the 
interactive map. 

https://www.arcgis.com/home/webmap/viewer.html?webmap=a1acfbbc240d4014b59e281b902d72e5&extent=-93.9572,36.2833,-93.9151,36.3102


The Outcome
What was produced;
◈ A map was developed using data gathered through Survey123 and ArcGIS.
◈ A Webpage was created for the EMPACT website
◈ A detailed collection of geological points of interest at Hobbs’ Pigeon Roost trail

What skills were gained;
◈ Ability to survey, collect, and organize data through the use of Survey123, 

OneNote, and using lasers to measure distances/objects.
◈ Identifying different rock types and their properties.
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